Literary culture as a dialog of contradictions and reconciler (basing on review of poetics of Russian literature of XVIII – beginning of XIX century)
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Abstract. Authors propose to view literary culture in the context of transition period of historical and cultural development. We understand literary culture as a focus of dialectic contradictions that promote evolution of culture, history and society. Russian literary culture of the period from late XVII till beginning XIX century is the subject of research. As we have found out the role of literary culture as reconciler in transition periods is promoted by ideology; in the situation of Russia of analyzed period it is dynamic balance of the ideas of Duty and Virtue.
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Introduction

Literary culture is relatively new term for study of literature and related humanitarian sciences [1, 2, 3, 4]. At the same time the phenomenon that is defined by the term “literary culture” is one of the most dynamic phenomena that accurately define the whole complex of processes going on in global culture and history. Potential of literary culture is being manifested most vividly in so called “transition periods” that are characterized by rapid change of moral and aesthetic principles and often by a certain crisis of perception of history and the state of world by people.

System of phenomena and processes in literary culture allows speaking about two interconnected sides of this phenomenon. On one hand transition periods are characterized by liability of different contrasts and conflicts. But on the other hand the supreme purpose of literary culture is offering this of that way of reconciliation, revealing or elimination of these contradictions.

Russian literature of XVIII that was the beginning of the New Age in Russia is very indicative. Scientists belonging to a number of other national cultures relied on the studies of this period. This fact is also significant to our mind. Russian literary culture of XVIII century may be and should be considered as one of typical pages in the book of global history and culture. Results and conclusions of its system analysis may be easily applied to the study of literary culture dynamic in other periods of civilization evolution. That was the end of XVII – beginning of XIX centuries when two global models of cultural and historical development – West and East “coincided” and interacted producing new property. At the same time inside the history of Russia XVIII was a sort of interesting threshold of modern globalization processes when waves of reformations and changes called into question inviolability of former sets of ideas that had been locked in national boundaries. That immediately arose the dilemma necessary for any culture in such a situation: either to shield it totally or to try to start a dialog with new patterns.

The main methods of our research are system, comparative and typological, historical and functional with combination of synchronous and diachronic methods.

Literary culture as a dialog of contradictions: that main dimension of Western Slavonic studies with regard to Russian literature of XVIII – beginning of XIX centuries

The processes of a dialog of contradictions in literary culture have been going on simultaneously and relatively stormy for rather a long period. That is why Western Slavonic studies have been constantly noting continuation of changes that had started at the turn of XVII – beginning of XVIII century in Russia analyzing literary culture of the next “transition period” from the end of XVIII to beginning of XIX centuries. Peculiar “religious eclecticism”, “search of spiritual truth in the sources of all ages and peoples” [5] and general “epistemological crisis” of world outlook character with transfer from classical enlightener thought to new knowledge [6] are distinguished as leading, basic indicators of literary culture by these scientists.

Most scientists have come to conclusion that transitional character of literary culture is dialectic contrast of different principles. Let us consider this idea in more details and arrange modern scientific landscape according to this view.

Conceptions that presuppose analysis of transitional character of Russian literature of XVIII century via the balance of the “center” and
“circumference” form the first semantic group. Western civilization is considered as the center. Circumference that is developing Russia starts dialog with it via adaptation of novelty. (Scientific works that cover extremely wide range of phenomena in going on – from rethinking of Rousseau followers ideas to the questions of discussion with Western horticultural philosophy [7, 8] are indicative regarding this point of view.)

Second scientific school is represented by researches that analyze the general situation of “the crisis of epoch” (some typical examples we have given in the review earlier).

The third thread of modern scientific study is the study of psychological and world view dimensions related with phenomenology of author work. The hypothesis of the balance of truth and fiction in philology and its moral principles [9] is indicative regarding analysis of dynamic contradictions that appear in literary culture.

The fourth thread of conceptions that are interesting in this review comprise ideas of the patterns of transitivity via the dialog of genre models inside the literary process itself (scientists pays equal attention to poetry and prose, for example, writing odes [10] in Russia as well as genesis of Russian Romance philology [11]).

In considering genre dialog it is necessary to analyze the problem of interaction of culture types via the ways of cultural import. It is also manifestation of transitivity and its contradictions in literary culture (there may be interesting the works covering music and theatrical problems [12, 13] and mythologization and poetic of dreams on transitions between folklore and church traditions [14]).

And finally speaking about the dialectics of contradictions that push literary culture in the situation of transition period Western scientists touch the key problem of change of philosophic and literary ideologems [15, 16, 17].

What were the main dialectic contradictions that literature was to solve?

Literary culture: key dialectic contradictions (of the base of system view of the history of Russian literature of XVIII century)

Dialectic contradiction “sense – feeling” was the central contradiction in different styles, directions and phenomena of Russian literature of XVIII century. Unsteady balance of these two principles was typical for the first third of the century that was the period of baroque and pre-classicism like in treatise by F. Prokopovich “De arte poetica”. On one hand he stated leading role of the freedom of fantasy and on the other hand he made ready for the priority of future classicism: the idea of following the “sense of rules” [18].

M. Lomonosov’s theory of Lyrical Ectasy was the successor of these conceptions. “Intellect is capable of ruling world and feelings but has sense only in dialog with them”, that is the formula of Russian classicism. Sense now is being thought of as a principle greater or equal to Feeling. Indicative is a formula give in “Oda to Seizure of Khotin” by Lomonosov “Sudden ecstasy captured the sense...”. Starting from the time of ceremonial secular speeches of F. Prokopovich and first satire by A. Kantemir the role of Enlightenment is growing in dialectics of the opposition “Sense – Feeling”. For example, N. Novikov liked the concept of “education of intellect and training of heart” directly with ideas of progress. It is already an axiom for educational realism of second half of XVIII century, especially in the context of ideas of research and transformation of typical character in experimental circumstances [19].

When keeping the sign “greater or equal” between Sense ad Feeling normative sentimentalism art changes its vector. Feeling becomes the leader, the reference point. Like in the case of European literary culture, one may speak about something as great as “psychological revolution” but with typical national colour [20, 21]. Normative features are preserved in sentimental poetics thanks to another pole – the Sense.

Pre-romanticism coexists with sentimentalism in parallel dimension. Both directions are liked with sensationalism philosophy in the system “human personality – human feeling” [22, 23]. These ideas make possible development of the other views on the balance of rational and emotional in art, literature and world cognition.

Sentimental system is based on the idea of “sensitiveness”. It is the base of both world cognition and its transformation via arts. “Sensitiveness” in the dialog with European literary movement is understood as “induced by external world move of a soul to compassion” [24]. New idea of the Nature and phenomenon of Virtue in inner life of a man for writers sentimentalists are connected with this [25].

Idea of “personality reflection” (or “holy melancholy” in philosophic lyrics of N. Karamzine) became the focal point of pre-romanticism. It is intermediate member between “sensitiveness” of sentimentalism and “psychologism” of romanticism [26]. Ideas of the Dream and Genius receive leading roles. Symbolic image of a Dream conditions optimistic pathos of pre-romanticism (“world as a miracle”) that differs from romanticism. Coming off to philosophic and aesthetical ideas of “unboundedness” of the world [27] takes shape due to praising personality as Genius.
Both sentimentalism and pre-romanticism are related with new ideas of historical process and leading role of its spiritual and moral component. Thoughts about national history as a source of “fascinating despondency” and center point of “sensitiveness virtue” [28] are frequent in journal essays of 1770 – 1800s. Writers related with sensationalism and pre-romanticism are those who acted as beginners of this trend. These writers were M. Kheraskov ("Rossiada"), M. Muraviov ("Talks in the Reign of Dead"), N. Karamzin ("Sensitiveness Stories", "The History of Russian State"). In was also the period of great importance of newly discovered Ancient Russian hagiographic tradition.

Sentimentalism and pre-romanticism in Russian philological studies are joined by a number of related transitional phenomena. Expressive example is so called “melancholic school” in Russian philosophic lyrics of the turn of XVIII century.

As a result new more complicated layer appeared in pre-romanticism that is the idea of so called irrational, over-rational principle (it would have been finalized in works of aestheticians of romanticism P. Georgievski, L. Yakob and others). Works of N. L'vov, M. Muraviov, G. Derdjavin are the epicenter of the processes. Revealing of contradictions became possible due to harmonization trends in literary culture. In this context the unique phenomenon of Euro-Asian movement has great importance [29, 30, 31, 32, 33].

On one hand diversity, motley and contrasts of different trends and ideas in the situation of Russian philosophic studies of XVIII century (contradicting correlations of religious and secular principles, dynamics of rational and emotional on Russian classicism and others) push literature to crisis. But on the other hand the role of civilization core of culture is rapidly growing. What had existed as shadow base of processes has been gradually getting out on foreground and push historical and literary process in the levels of new quality.

Turing to the problems of developing and maturing of harmonizing force in Russian literary culture of XVIII century it is necessary to analyze the problem of new philological studies impact on non-literature context. First of all it means working out unified national idea and even more – complex ideological system that has centralizing effect. Dialog of ideas of Duty and Virtue is dominating in this process for a Russian in XVIII century. The union of these ideas-ideas leads to development of new stand in life that is the special supreme (Utopian) Optimism.

Literary culture as reconciler. Ideological system and unified national idea

Duty and Virtue define the connection and interaction of external, state and ideological and internal psychological dimensions in literary culture of Russia of the New time.

In writing eulogy odes of M. Lomonosov or high tragedies of A. Sumarokov considered Duty as mainly philosophic and political conception. It is one of key manifestations of Ideals, of the Absolute. The other ideas were typical for didactic and psychological lyrics of M. Kheraskov, in prose of maturing Russian sentimentalism, in the study of pre-romantics about the Genius that redevelops the world. Another standard is obvious for all phenomena of literary culture. It is the standard of Virtue that was praised in ode by M. Kheraskov of the same name ("To the Virtue"). The Duty is oriented on the harmony of the universe and the Virtue is redemption of disharmony via spiritual suffering like in famous “Poor Liza” by N. Karamzin who was a sort of leader of literature in 1780-1810is. As Liza said. “Maybe we would have forgotten the soul of ours if not for tears that shed sometimes from our eyes”.

That is dialectic contradiction that explains intensive creative development of philological studies of Russia of the New Time. The more far ideologems of Duty and Virtue are from each other the closer they are internally and essentially.

The idea of Virtue as internal ethic core of transformation of the world of the principles of Harmony had been freely developed by M. Lomonosov. That is why he wrote in his eulogy to Elisabeth Petrovna the Empress (ode of 1747) indicative words “Her soul is more quiet that zephyr, and her glance is more beautiful that paradise...”.

The philosophy of Duty is inseparable with this. Variation typical for late Enlightenment may be found in the tragedy of XVIII century by Ya. Knazyhinin “Vadim Novgorodski”. Daughter of Novgorod head explains her love to foreign saver of her native town by the fact that Duty and Virtue in a person are united, “I love not Duke in Rurik, but Ruruk himself...”. The following interesting patterns are revealing with growing impact of the ideas of Enlightenment:

1. Duty may take both external and social image and internal or personal.

2. Internal Duty is being perceived gradually as the more effective way to reach real understanding of social duty.

3. The union of external and internal in philosophy of Duty causes both the progress of society and the progress of a personality. Evolution and succession chain – from writing classical Russian
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odes to conceptions of Enlightenment journalism and dramatic composition of the middle of XVIII century and to openings of Russian Enlightenment realism – is obvious.

Masonry that is the second important study after Enlightenment transfer ideologem of Duty to external-internal dimension: following Duty before “the Architect of the Universe”, the God purges the soul of devoted mason and restore the world in the harmony of spiritual progress.

Virtue as integral ideology comes in Russian literary culture of XVIII century to the following conclusions:

1. Internal perfection of a person is impossible without following ideal social norm (from moral and political principles of ancient Russian philological studies in well-known slogan of F. Prokopovich “To gave the soul for the sake of people...” to known theory of “social man” in the works of A. Radischev for example I the “Dairy of one week”).

2. Internal perfection of a personality is the foundation of his(her) successful carrier in society and high civicism. “You are free, you are happy – its’ only me who is suffering...” that is the understanding of the Virtue that the hero of Ya. Kyazhinin drama Rurik had come to.

3. Virtue is the most direct and effective way to self-knowledge. Appeal of M. Lomonosov in one of his late odes of 1750s, “Research everything and always, That is great and excellent...” is logical in this context.

4. Virtue in its supreme manifestation is Harmony and finding of the Truth and the God. In relation with the idea of the synthesis of arts alike worldview may be see in pre-romanticism ode by N. L'vov “Music or Semitony” where art even “Gives the relief for the souls of miserables in Gratifying warm tear...”.

So we can see the following:

a) Duty and Virtue are constantly interlacing and interpenetrate in world view that creates Russian philological study of XVIII century.

b) Union of ideas of Duty and Virtue is characteristic and typical practically for all periods of historical and literary process of 1700 – 1800s. Later V. Zhukovski would stipulate it metaphorically, “Poetry is virtue...”.

Final phase of the philosophy of Optimism is declaring of crucial role of personality that united the Duty and Virtue in transformation of a people, state and the whole world. That is why N. Karamzin made the following conclusion in “The knight of Our Time” “That is nobleman who stands for many all alone...”.

Conclusions and perspectives

1. Different layers of culture are often relatively slow in processes of ongoing changes. That is why in manuals of the beginning of XVIII century (“Recommendations to write different complements”, “The honest mirror of youth”) traditions of ancient Russian works of such type are preserved (“Domostroi” first of all). In the same way classicism has been defining official image of Russial architecture almost for all the century.

2. Processes ongoing in different subsystems of culture specific dialectical “ring” in comparison of the beginning and the end of XVIII century.

For first years and the first decade of the century baroque conception of “temple synthesis of arts” (philological study, rhetoric, (hook) music, temple architecture, painting and icon-painting) was actual.

The following is typical for the end of XVIII – the beginning of XIX century:

a) insertion of data of the other arts in a work (“Music or Semitony” by N. L'vov),

b) mastering of different arts as a complex by authors of encyclopaedic knowledge (in case of N. L'vov - G. Derzhavin circle these are painting, theater, music with using of knowledge from botanic, mineralogy and geology, beekeeping, etc.).

3. While in the middle of XVIII century syncretism, integrity of literature and the other arts were possible (that reflected baroque idea of world cognition via chaos and diversity of contrasts) from the second half of the process (not later than 1760s) synthesism had the leading position. It is intentional combining of different arts in one system with full understanding and acknowledgment of their independent character. Poetics of pre-romanticism became the guiding line for writers.
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